
The bombs that stopped the happy talk 

It was too soon to say that Osama bin Laden’s followers were on the wane—but pessimism 
should not be overdone. 
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ONLY a few months ago, intelligence experts were saying that al-Qaeda and its allies were in 
decline, both militarily and ideologically. But two bombs less than a week apart, one failed and 
the other successful, have put an end to such optimism. 

The talk of al-Qaeda’s downfall did not come from thin air. In the view of many analysts, the 
network’s central leadership had been decimated through drone attacks in Pakistan’s tribal 
belt; al-Qaeda’s Saudi branch was all but defeated; its brethren in Iraq were marginalised; and 
those in other regions could mount only local attacks. Al-Qaeda had failed to land a blow in the 
West since the London bombs of 2005. Funds were dwindling, and more Muslims were 
eschewing global terror. 

Though still dangerous, “al-Qaeda is under more pressure, is facing more challenges and is a 
more vulnerable organisation than at any time since the attacks on 11 September 2001,” 
declared Mike Leiter, the director of America’s National Counterterrorism Centre last 
September.  

Such assessments are being hurriedly revised. Mr Leiter, Barack Obama’s favourite spook, is 
now among those having to explain why his newish organisation, which is supposed to fuse all 
information on terrorist threats, failed to connect several partial warnings about Umar Farouk 
Abdulmutallab. The Nigerian student, who moved from London to Yemen last year, tried to set 
off explosives sewn into his underpants on board a Northwest Airlines flight, carrying 290 
people from Amsterdam, as it prepared to land in Detroit on Christmas Day. 

Five days later, American intelligence suffered a more direct hit when Humam Khalil Abu Mulal 
al-Balawi, a Jordanian doctor of Palestinian origin who had been sent to Pakistan to infiltrate 
al-Qaeda’s top leadership, blew himself up in a CIA base in Afghanistan. He killed seven 
Americans and a Jordanian intelligence officer in one of the biggest-ever losses for the CIA. 

America’s spy agencies are undergoing their biggest re-examination since the September 11th 
attacks. President Obama issued orders that people flying to America from 14 countries 
undergo more stringent security checks; full-body scanners are being rushed into service; the 
release of Yemenis from Guantánamo Bay has stopped. 



Britain, which was hosting successive diplomatic conferences on Yemen and Afghanistan on 
January 27th and 28th, has raised its terrorist threat level back to “severe”, having lowered it 
to “substantial” last July. It is instituting an American-style “no-fly” list, and has suspended 
flights to London by Yemen’s national carrier. 

 

Osama bin Laden himself, if one believes an audio message aired by the al-Jazeera network, 
has reappeared to hail the “hero” Mr Abdulmutallab. Speaking “from Osama to Obama”, the 
voice declared: “With God’s will, our attacks on you will continue as long as you continue to 
support Israel.” Mr Obama says the bid to claim credit for the failed attack was “an indication 
of how weakened he is.” 

Yet some of the direst worries about al-Qaeda have resurfaced. During a trip to South Asia, 
Robert Gates, the American defence secretary, said that al-Qaeda led “a syndicate of terrorist 
operators” seeking to destabilise the region, and even to provoke war between India and 
Pakistan.  

Meanwhile a report by an ex-CIA officer, Rolf Mowatt-Larssen, written for the Belfer Centre at 
Harvard University, argues that al-Qaeda is still bent on hitting America with weapons of mass 
destruction; if it has passed up the chance to use a crude “dirty bomb” or simple toxins, it is 
only in the hope of obtaining a real nuclear device or an effective biological agent, he argues. 
The next day, a congressionally appointed commission said America was still woefully 
unprepared for a bioterror attack, and gave warning that “what is likely to occur within a very 
few years is an attack using weapons of mass destruction—probably a bioweapon—that will 
fundamentally change the character of life for the world’s democracies.” 

What is al-Qaeda? 

How far has the threat from al-Qaeda really grown? One problem in finding an answer is that 
“al-Qaeda” is nebulous: it is at once a secret organisation, a network of militant groups and a 
diffuse social revolt. 

It includes a cluster of leaders around Osama bin Laden and Ayman al-Zawahiri, thought to be 
sheltering in Pakistan’s wild frontier after being evicted from Afghanistan. “Core al-Qaeda” still 
tries to organise attacks on the West. But perhaps its bigger task is to provide ideological 
inspiration over the internet. 



A number of “franchises” use the al-Qaeda name—notably in Iraq, Yemen and the Maghreb—
but operate with a lot of autonomy. Al-Qaeda also has a network of allies that includes Afghan, 
Pakistani and Kashmiri extremists, Somalia’s Shabaab movement, Chechen rebels, Indonesian 
militants and more. A still broader social movement may include self-radicalised groups of 
young Muslims living in the West. One fertile recruiting ground is among prison converts to 
Islam. 

Something so amorphous is hard to defeat. Attacks can come from anywhere. Al-Qaeda 
operatives may be killed, but their ideas live on. Denunciation by former jihadists may hurt, 
but the movement draws on a deep well of anti-Western hate. If jihad in one theatre falters, as 
it has in Iraq, militants go elsewhere: for example, to Yemen or Somalia. The success of one 
group boosts all the others. 

Perceptions are easily swayed by the ebb and flow of events. A successful attack raises alarm, 
a lull breeds complacency even though the thing that distinguishes the two may well have 
been luck. Mr Abdulmutallab’s crotch-bomb failed to explode properly. Months earlier, a similar 
device went off but just missed killing a Saudi minister. The CIA’s disaster might have been 
averted had Mr al-Balawi been searched before he got near its officers. 

If the optimism of recent times was too glib, this year’s fears may be overblown too. Big plots 
need time and space to prepare; the most ambitious involving, say, biological or nuclear 
material would probably involve large amounts of money and a stable base from which to 
research and test techniques. Hence the importance of havens in ungoverned areas. Al-
Qaeda’s current sanctuaries—whether in Pakistan’s tribal frontier, remote corners of Yemen, in 
Somalia or the Sahara desert—are certainly a worry. But none comes close to matching the 
refuge that it once had in Afghanistan. 

That said, even in the most rocketed part of Pakistan, “core” al-Qaeda leaders still had the 
ability to run a double-agent against the CIA and land a painful blow. Britain’s domestic 
intelligence service, MI5, says that three-quarters of the plots it faces have links to Pakistan. 

An important bit of evidence comes from the “martyrdom” video of Mr al-Balawi. He was filmed 
next to the leader of the Pakistani Taliban, Hakimullah Mehsud, saying he wanted to avenge 
the death (in a drone attack) of the Pakistani Taliban leader, Baitullah Mehsud. It was probably 
recorded in North Waziristan, where Mr Mehsud is thought to be hiding after being ejected 
from his heartland farther south. 

All this points to a greater melding of al-Qaeda, the Pakistani Taliban and militants more 
focused on Afghanistan, based in North Waziristan. “Al-Qaeda’s leadership group may be 
shrinking. But the network overall is solidifying, and that may compensate for what al-Qaeda 
cannot deliver itself,” says a Western intelligence source. 

Another bit of the network that has been strengthened is the Yemen-based al-Qaeda faction 
that formally merged last year with remnants of the movement in Saudi Arabia. Its resurgence 
has been helped by two factors. First is the weakening of an already-fragile Yemeni state, 
owing to shrinking oil and water stocks, a Shia rebellion in the north and secessionism in the 
south. Second is the influx of experienced manpower into al-Qaeda, both from a large prison 
break-out in 2006 and from ex-inmates of Guantánamo Bay. 

Mr Leiter’s warning in September that Yemen might become a “potential regional base of 
operations” for al-Qaeda has come true. A Senate report this month said dozens of Americans, 
many of them converts to Islam radicalised in jail, had gone to Yemen; several had “dropped 
off the radar”. These include “blond-haired, blue-eyed types”. The presence of the English-
speaking preacher, Anwar al-Awlaki, has also been a draw for militants from the West. He was 



in touch with, among others, Nidal Hasan, the army psychiatrist who killed 13 people at a base 
in Texas. The tale of Mr Abdulmutallab, who had a multiple-entry visa to America, will feed the 
fear that al-Qaeda is trying to use militants with easy access to the West.  

Another striking fact, say intelligence analysts, is the speed with which Mr Abdulmutallab 
evolved from hothead in London, who had “crossed the radar screen” of MI5, to active jihadist 
after moving to Yemen in August. Past plots have taken a year or two to construct; the Detroit 
attack seems to have been conceived in a few months. A shorter “decision cycle”, say 
intelligence types, means there is less time for plans to be detected. Moreover, quick plots 
may be less meticulous and ambitious. Mr Mowatt-Larssen may be wrong to suspect that al-
Qaeda is playing a long game to stage a spectacular attack on America. In the view of some 
analysts, al-Qaeda seems content with smaller attacks, at least to judge from a spate of 
alleged plots in America (see box). “One theory as to why al-Qaeda have not attacked America 
is that they have been waiting for something that would outdo September 11th,” says one 
intelligence analyst. “We have seen that is not true. They’d like to do anything significant 
against the homeland.” 

 

Another source of concern lies across the Gulf of Aden in Somalia, where some of al-Qaeda’s 
fighters have helped boost the campaign by the Islamist Shabaab militia which rules much of 
the country. The Shabaab’s links with al-Qaeda are ambiguous, and the group seems mostly 
concerned with its fight for a greater Somalian caliphate. Yet many of those who plotted the 
1998 attacks on America’s embassies in east Africa operated out of Somalia.  

America has fretted about the influx of Somali-Americans to join the ranks of the Shabaab. 
These include what is the first known American suicide-bomber, Shirwa Ahmed, from 
Minneapolis, who blew himself up in northern Somalia in 2008. 

Meanwhile, the formation of an al-Qaeda branch in the Maghreb, based on veterans of 
Algeria’s civil war, has not yet confirmed the worst fears of Europeans. It has bombed the UN 
in Algiers, kidnapped Westerners in the desert for ransom and skirmished with the authorities 
in Mauritania. For the time being, it does not seem to be getting many foreign recruits, or 
attempting to cross the Mediterranean. 

The Maghrebi militants seem contained deep in the Sahara. One worry, though, is that the 
virus of jihadism may spread southward into the rest of Africa, especially into northern Nigeria, 
where a group dubbed the “Black Taliban” has battled with Nigerian forces. Mr Abdulmutallab 
does not seem to have been radicalised in Nigeria, but his attack highlights the risk.  

Send diplomats, not soldiers 



Al-Qaeda likes to boast that its jihad caused America’s financial crisis, citing the vast cost of 
the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. Stabilising those lands is vital to avoid giving jihadists a 
victory—but America should perhaps be wary of an overt military response to every al-Qaeda 
threat. Intervention may neutralise terrorist cells, but it can breed resentment and resistance. 

“Our strategy and focus has been almost exclusively on killing and capturing terrorists,” says 
Bruce Hoffman of Georgetown University. “We cannot fight this war as we have until now. We 
will be exhausted financially and in terms of manpower.” Better, he says, to help local 
governments stop al-Qaeda from taking root and to try to curb radicalisation. Such ideas point 
to counter-terrorism assistance and more emphasis on the political dynamics of Arab and 
Muslim countries.  

But aid and diplomacy will not solve everything. Local leaders may be too weak, disliked or 
disinclined to share the West’s aims. In Afghanistan President Hamid Karzai has done little to 
curb corruption. For many Pakistanis, the bigger threat is India rather than militancy; indeed, 
Pakistan has for years used jihadists as a tool of its foreign policy. Similarly, Yemen’s priorities 
are firstly to crush the Shia rebellion and secondly to stop secession in the south; President Ali 
Abdullah Saleh got help from veterans of Afghanistan’s anti-Soviet jihad to win a civil war in 
the 1990s. 

The London conferences on Yemen and Afghanistan have been grappling with these dilemmas. 
The one on Yemen started the process of unlocking $5 billion of aid promised in 2006 in return 
for political reform and curbing corruption. The aim, said Britain, was to “to prevent Yemen 
becoming a failed state.” The task in Afghanistan is to reassemble a state that has already 
failed in the midst of a growing insurgency. The Afghan meeting is expected to announce the 
expansion of Afghan security forces; a plan for them to take over from Western troops; 
measures to woo Taliban fighters, and hints of future talks with some of their leaders.  

Counter-terrorism officials, meanwhile, are refining what Britain calls the four “Ps” of fighting 
terrorism: prevent the radicalisation of Muslims; pursue terrorists and disrupt their plots; 
protect targets to make attacks harder; and prepare government agencies to minimise the 
impact of any attack. There now probably needs to be a fifth P: persevere. 
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